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Recently there has been much interest in the tauonic semileptonic meson decays B → D +
τ + ντ and B → D
∗ + τ + ντ , where one has found larger rates than what is predicted by the
Standard Model. We analyze the corresponding semileptonic baryon decays Λ0b → Λ
+
c + τ
− + ν¯τ
with particular emphasis on the lepton helicity flip and scalar contributions which vanish for zero
lepton masses. We calculate the total rate, the differential decay distributions, the longitudinal and
transverse polarization of the daughter baryon Λ+c and the τ lepton, and the lepton-side forward-
backward asymmetries. The nonvanishing polarization of the daughter baryon Λ+c leads to hadron-
side asymmetries in e.g. the decay Λ+c → Λ
0 + π+ and azimuthal correlations between the two
final-state decay planes which we specify. We provide numerical results on these observables using
results of the covariant confined quark model. We find large lepton mass effects in the q2 spectra
and in the polarization observables.
PACS numbers: 12.39.Ki,13.30.Eg,14.20.Jn,14.20.Mr
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2I Introduction
Recently there has been much discussion about tensions and discrepancies in some of the experimental results on
leptonic, semileptonic and rare decays involving µ and τ leptons with the predictions of the Standard Model (SM).
Among these are the tauonic B decays B¯ → τ ν¯τ , B¯ → D τν¯τ and B¯ → D∗ τ ν¯τ and the muonic decays B → K∗µ+µ−
and Br[B → Kµ+µ−]/Br[B → Ke+e−]. The situation has been nicely summarized in Refs. [1–4]. The biggest
discrepancies with SM predictions have been reported by the BaBar [5] and the Belle collaborations [6, 7] for the
decays B → D(∗) τ ν¯τ . The discrepancy with the SM results has been summarized in Ref. [8] by comparing the SM
predictions for the ratios
R (D) ≡ Br
(
B¯ → D τ−ν¯τ
)
Br
(
B¯ → D ℓ−ν¯ℓ
) (D = D,D∗; ℓ = e, µ) (1)
with the experimental results combined from Babar and Belle. The SM predictions were found to be smaller than the
measurements by almost 3.5 σ:
R(D) =
{
0.305± 0.012 SM
0.421± 0.058 Babar & Belle (2)
R(D∗) =
{
0.252± 0.004 SM
0.337± 0.025 Babar & Belle . (3)
This observation has inspired a number of searches for new physics beyond the SM (BSM) in charged current inter-
actions. These include the addition of new effective vector, scalar and tensor interactions in addition to the standard
V −A interaction. Details can be found in the recent literature on this subject (see, e.g. Refs. [8–21]).
Motivated by the discrepancy between theory and experiment in the meson sector, we analyze the corresponding
semileptonic baryon decays Λ0b → Λ+c + τ− + ν¯τ within the SM with particular emphasis on the lepton helicity flip
contributions which vanish for zero lepton masses. We collect the necessary tools to analyze the semileptonic decay
Λ0b → Λ+c + ℓ− + ν¯ℓ (ℓ = e, µ, τ) as well as the corresponding cascade decay Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ0 + π+) + ℓ− + ν¯ℓ. As
in Refs. [22–24], we describe the semileptonic decays using the helicity formalism which allows one to include lepton
mass and polarization effects without much additional effort.
We calculate the total rate, the differential decay distributions, the longitudinal and transverse polarization of
the daughter baryon and lepton-side forward-backward asymmetries. The nonvanishing polarization of the daughter
baryon Λ+c leads to hadron-side asymmetries in e.g. the decay Λ
+
c → Λ+ π+ and azimuthal correlations between the
two final.state decay planes which we specify. We provide numerical results on these observables using results of the
covariant confined quark model.
We have split the paper into a model-independent and a model-dependent part. In the first part of the paper, we
set up the model-independent helicity analysis leading to compact expressions for angular decay distributions and
polarization observables. In the second part, we discuss the dynamics of the current–induced Λb → Λc transitions in
terms of the covariant confined quark model and present our numerical results.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly review the helicity formalism for the Λb → Λc transitions
and write down the relations between the helicity and invariant transition amplitudes. In Sec. III, we derive a two-fold
angular decay distribution for the three–body decay process Λ0b → Λ+c + ℓ−+ ν¯ℓ (ℓ = e, µ, τ). We define a lepton-side
forward-backward asymmetry as well as a convexity parameter which describes the cos θ dependence of the angular
decay distribution. In Sec. IV, we determine the longitudinal and transverse polarization components of the daughter
baryon Λ+c and the charged lepton ℓ
−. In Sec. V, we present the full fourfold angular decay distribution for the cascade
decay Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ0 + π+) + ℓ− + ν¯ℓ, where we use the narrow-width approximation for the intermediate baryon
state Λ+c . In Sec. VI, we present our dynamical input in terms of the covariant confined quark model previously
developed by us. We specify the form of the interpolating three-quark currents for the ΛQ baryons which are needed
in our calculation. Our numerical results for the invariant Λb → Λc transition form factors are presented in terms of
simple double–pole rational approximants. In Sec. VII, we present our numerical results for the decay distributions
and polarization observables defined in Secs. III–V. Finally, Sec. VIII contains our summary and conclusions. We have
collected some technical material in the appendixes. In Appendix A, we use covariant methods to calculate the helicity
components of the unpolarized and polarized lepton tensors of the decays W−off−shell → ℓ−ν¯ℓ and W+off−shell → ℓ+νℓ
including lepton mass effects. In Appendix B, we present results on the helicity amplitudes for the above two leptonic
transitions.
3II Invariant and helicity amplitudes
The matrix element of the process Λ0b(p1) → Λ+c (p2) +W−off−shell(q) is expressed via the vector and axial vector
current matrix elements which can be expanded in terms of a complete set of invariants:
MVµ (λ1, λ2) = 〈B2, λ2|JVµ |B1, λ1〉 = u¯2(p2, λ2)
[
FV1 (q
2)γµ − F
V
2 (q
2)
M1
iσµνq
ν +
FV3 (q
2)
M1
qµ
]
u1(p1, λ1),
(4)
MAµ (λ1, λ2) = 〈B2, λ2|JAµ |B1, λ1〉 = u¯2(p2, λ2)
[
FA1 (q
2)γµ − F
A
2 (q
2)
M1
iσµνq
ν +
FA3 (q
2)
M1
qµ
]
γ5u1(p1, λ1) (5)
where σµν =
i
2 (γµγν − γνγµ) and q = p1 − p2. The labels λi = ± 12 denote the helicities of the two baryons. In the
present application B1 = Λb and B2 = Λc.
The SM current is not conserved and thus consists of a superposition of a spin-1 and a spin-0 component where
the JP content of the vector current JVµ and the axial vector current J
A
µ are (0
+, 1−) and (0−, 1+), respectively. One
defines helicity amplitudes through
H
V/A
λ2λW
=MV/Aµ (λ2)ǫ
†µ(λW ) , (6)
where there are four helicities for the W−off−shell, namely λW = ±1, 0 (J = 1) and λW = 0 (J = 0). The label J = 1, 0
denotes the two angular momenta of the rest frameW−off−shell. In order to distinguish the two λW = 0 states we follow
the convention of Refs. [23, 24] and adopt the notation λW = 0 for J = 1 and λW = t for J = 0 (t for temporal).
From angular momentum conservation, one has λ1 = −λ2 + λW .
It is easiest to calculate the helicity amplitudes in the rest frame of the parent baryon B1, where we choose the
z–axis to be along the W−off−shell (see Fig. 1). They read (see e.g. Refs. [25–27])
H
V/A
+ 1
2
t
=
√
Q±√
q2
(
M∓F
V/A
1 ±
q2
M1
F
V/A
3
)
,
H
V/A
+ 1
2
+1
=
√
2Q∓
(
F
V/A
1 ±
M±
M1
F
V/A
2
)
,
H
V/A
+ 1
2
0
=
√
Q∓√
q2
(
M±F
V/A
1 ±
q2
M1
F
V/A
2
)
. (7)
where we make use of the abbreviations M± =M1 ±M2 and Q± =M2± − q2.
From parity or from an explicit calculation, one has
HV−λ2,−λW = H
V
λ2,λW , H
A
−λ2,−λW = −HAλ2,λW . (8)
The total left–chiral helicity amplitude is defined by the composition
Hλ2,λW = H
V
λ2,λW −HAλ2,λW . (9)
The polarization observables to be discussed further on can be expressed in terms of helicity structure functions
given in terms of bilinear combinations of helicity amplitudes. The definitions of the structure functions are collected
in Table I. Eleven of these contribute to the partial rates and polarization observables discussed in this paper. For
the sake of completeness, we have also listed the structure function HST , which enters in the description of polarized
Λb decay which we, however, do not discuss in this paper.
The helicity structure functions have definite parity properties as indicated in Table I. The first and second columns
of Table I list the parity-conserving (p.c.) and parity-violating (p.v.) bilinear combinations of helicity amplitudes,
respectively; i.e., the p.c. and p.v. helicity structure functions result from products of V V and AA, and V A and AV
currents, respectively.
The vector and axial vector helicity amplitudes possess simple structures in the kinematical limits of zero and
maximal recoil. At the zero recoil point q2 → (M1 −M2)2, one has only s–wave transitions (conventionally called
allowed Fermi and allowed Gamow-Teller transitions, respectively). The surviving helicity amplitudes are
HV1
2
t = H
V
− 1
2
t = 2
√
M1M2 (F
V
1 +
M−
M1
FV3 ) allowed Fermi , (10)
HA1
2
1/
√
2 = HA1
2
0 = 2
√
M1M2 (F
A
1 −
M−
M1
FA2 ) allowed Gamow− Teller . (11)
4TABLE I: Definition of helicity structure functions and their parity properties.
Parity-conserving (p.c.) parity-violating (p.v.)
HU = |H+ 1
2
+1
|2 + |H− 1
2
−1|
2 HP = |H+ 1
2
+1
|2 − |H− 1
2
−1|
2
HL = |H+ 1
2
0|
2 + |H− 1
2
0|
2 HLP = |H+ 1
2
0|
2 − |H− 1
2
0|
2
HS = |H+ 1
2
t|
2 + |H− 1
2
t|
2 HSP = |H+ 1
2
t|
2 − |H− 1
2
t|
2
HLT = Re
(
H
+ 1
2
+1
H†
− 1
2
0
+H
+ 1
2
0
H†
− 1
2
−1
)
HLTP = Re
(
H
+ 1
2
+1
H†
− 1
2
0
−H
+ 1
2
0
H†
− 1
2
−1
)
HST = Re
(
H
+ 1
2
+1
H†
− 1
2
t
+H
+ 1
2
tH
†
− 1
2
−1
)
HSTP = Re
(
H
+ 1
2
+1
H†
− 1
2
t
−H
+ 1
2
tH
†
− 1
2
−1
)
HSL = Re
(
H+ 1
2
0H
†
+ 1
2
t
+H− 1
2
0H
†
− 1
2
t
)
HSLP = Re
(
H+ 1
2
0H
†
+ 1
2
t
−H− 1
2
0H
†
− 1
2
t
)
The zero recoil structure has implications for the structure functions. At zero recoil, one finds
HST , HSL, HP , HLP , HSP ,HLTP = 0 , HU = 2HL =
√
2HLT . (12)
At q2 = 0 (which is very close to the maximal recoil point for the e and µ modes), the scalar and longitudinal helicity
amplitudes dominate. At q2 = 0 one has
H± 1
2
t = H± 1
2
0 ∼ (FV1 ∓ FA1 ). (13)
As we shall see later on, the results of our dynamical quark model are quite close to the heavy quark effective theory
HQET result FV1 (q
2) = FA1 (q
2) = F (q2), F
V/A
2,3 = 0 (see e.g. the review in Ref. [28]). It is therefore quite useful to
list the HQET relations for the helicity amplitudes and structure functions. In the HQET limit, one has
H 1
2
0 = −H 1
2
t , H− 1
2
0 = H− 1
2
t , (14)
which leads to the structure function relations
HSP = HLP = −HSL , HL = HS = −HSLP , HST = HLTP , HSTP = HLT . (15)
If one combines the zero recoil structure with the HQET results, one finds the zero recoil amplitude relations
H 1
2
t = H 1
2
0 = H 1
2
1/
√
2 = H− 1
2
t = −H 1
2
0 = −H− 1
2
−1/
√
2. (16)
At maximal recoil for the (e, µ) modes the HQET relations (13) turn into the helicity amplitude relations
H 1
2
t = H 1
2
0 = 0 , H− 1
2
t = H− 1
2
0 . (17)
We have gone to great lengths to describe the limiting values of the structure functions at both ends of the
kinematical q2 range. These limiting values allow us to understand most of the the limiting behavior of our numerical
results on the polarization observables at zero recoil and maximal recoil to be discussed in Sec. VII. Similar limiting
relations have been discussed before in Ref. [29] for the zero lepton mass case.
The helicity amplitudes Hλ2,λW are a superposition of vector and axial vector pieces and thus do not have definite
parity properties. One can project back to the vector and axial vector helicity amplitudes by defining the transversity
amplitudes [30]:
Aλ2‖/⊥ = (H
V−A
λ2+1
±HV−A−λ2−1)/
√
2,
A
V/A
λ20
= (HV−Aλ20 ±HV−A−λ20)/
√
2,
A
V/A
λ2t
= (HV−Aλ2t ±HV−A−λ2t )/
√
2. (18)
From Eq. (18), one can see that the transversity amplitudes have definite transformation properties under parity, e.g.
Aλ2‖ = A−λ2‖, Aλ2⊥ = −A−λ2⊥, etc.
5For the structure functions in Table I, one obtains e.g.
HU = |Aλ2‖|2 + |Aλ2⊥|2 , HP = 2Re
(
Aλ2‖A
†
λ2⊥
)
. (19)
The transversity amplitudes correspond to the Cartesian components of the helicity amplitudes. The parity properties
of the various structure functions in the transversity representation are clearly manifest. They are identical to those
in the helicity representation where they are not quite manifest.
III Twofold angular decay distribution
We first consider the three-particle decay Λ0b(p1) → Λ+c (p2) +W−off−shell
(
→ ℓ−(pℓ) + ν¯ℓ(pνℓ)
)
with q = pℓ + pνℓ ,
p2ℓ = m
2
ℓ , and p
2
νℓ = 0. At the present stage we sum over the helicities of the parent and daughter baryon. The
three-body decay can be described in terms of the invariant variable q2 and the polar angle θ defined in Fig. 1. The
differential (q2, cos θ) distribution reads
dΓ
dq2d cos θ
=
G2F
(2π)4
|Vbc|2 (q
2 −m2ℓ) |p2|
128M21q
2
Hµν Lµν(θ) (20)
where |p2| = λ1/2(M21 ,M22 , q2)/(2M1) =
√
Q+Q−/(2M1) is the momentum of the daughter baryon in the Λb rest
frame. The lepton tensor Lµν can be calculated as (see Appendix A)
Lµν = 8
(
pµℓ p
ν
νℓ + p
ν
ℓ p
µ
νℓ −
1
2
(q2 −m2ℓ)gµν + iεµναβpℓα pνℓβ
)
, (21)
where ε0123 = +1. The hadron tensor Hµν is given by the tensor product of the chiral matrix elements
Hµν =MµM
†
ν , Mµ =M
V
µ −MAµ , (22)
where the vector and axial vector matrix elements are defined in Eq. (4).
The cos θ dependence of HµνL
µν(θ) can be worked out by following the methods described in Ref. [22–24] and later
on adopted by Fajfer et al. [15] in their analysis of BSM effects in the decays B¯ → D(∗) τ ν¯τ . Note that the cos θ
dependence can also be worked out by using traditional methods by a straightforward contraction of HµνL
µν(θ). This
leads to expressions involving scalar products of momenta that are defined in different reference frames. When doing
the required contractions, the four-momenta have to be boosted to a common reference frame as e.g. described in
Ref. [31] for the decay H → Z0ℓ+ℓ− and in Ref. [32] for the decay K± → π±π0e+e−. The advantage of the helicity
method is that the origin of the angular factors multiplying the helicity structure functions can be straightforwardly
identified. One makes use of the completeness relation for the polarization four–vectors∑
m,m′=t,±,0
ǫµ(m)ǫ† ν(m′)gmm′ = gµν . (23)
The tensor gmm′ = diag(+,−,−,−) is the spherical representation of the metric tensor, where the components are
ordered in the sequence m,m′ = t,+, 0,−.
Using the completeness relation (23), one can rewrite the contraction of the hadron and lepton tensors HµνL
µν(θ)
as a sum over products of their respective helicity components. Appropriate to the problem, we replace the labels
(m,m′) with the helicity components (λW , λ′W ) of the W
−
off−shell. One finds
HµνL
µν(θ) = Hµ
′ν′ gµ′µgν′ν L
µν(θ)
=
∑
λW ,λ′W λ
′′
W ,λ
′′′
W
Hµ
′ν′ǫµ′(λW )ǫ
†
µ(λ
′
W ) gλWλ′W ǫ
†
ν′(λ
′′
W )ǫν(λ
′′′
W ) gλ′′W λ′′′W L
µν(θ)
=
∑
λW ,λ′W λ
′′
W ,λ
′′′
W
(
Hµ
′ν′ǫµ′(λW )ǫ
†
ν′(λ
′′
W )
) (
Lµν(θ)ǫ†µ(λ
′
W )ǫν(λ
′′′
W )
)
gλWλ′W gλ′′W λ′′′W
≡
∑
λW λ′W
HλW λ′WLλWλ′W (θ)gλW λW gλ′W λ′W . (24)
6The two factors enclosed by round brackets in the third line of Eq.(24) are Lorentz invariant and can thus be
evaluated in different Lorentz frames. The leptonic part will be evaluated in the (ℓ, νℓ) CM frame (or Woff−shell rest
frame) with the positive z axis along the Woff−shell bringing in the decay angle θ. The hadronic part is evaluated in
the Λb rest frame bringing in the helicity amplitudes [Eq. (7)].
The product of the two spherical metric tensors gλW λW gλ′W λ′W in the last line of (24) gives +1 for λW = t, λ
′
W = t
and λW = i, λ
′
W = j (i, j = 1, 0,−1) and −1 for λW = t, λ′W = i (i = 1, 0,−1) and λW = i, λ′W = t (i = 1, 0,−1); i.e.,
there is an extra minus sign for the spin 0–spin 1 interference contribution. We can therefore rewrite the last line of
Eq. (24) as
HµνL
µν(θ) =
∑
λW ,λ′W
(−1)J+J′HλW λ′WLλWλ′W (θ) , (25)
where the sum is over λW , λ
′
W = t,±1, 0. Note that, through the choice of the “t” notation, the dependence ofHλW λ′W
and LλW λ′W (θ) on J, J
′ is implicit.
Referring to the factorized form Eq. (22), the helicity representation of the hadron tensor can also be written in
terms of bilinear products of the helicity amplitudes, i.e.
HλW λ′W =
∑
λ2
Hλ2 λWH
†
λ2 λ′W
, (26)
where the three helicities of the process satisfy the angular momentum constraint λ1 = λ2 − λW .
One has to remember that Eq. (20) refers to the differential decay rate of an unpolarized parent baryon into
a daughter baryon whose spin is not observed. Together with the angular momentum constraint λ1 = λ2 − λW ,
this implies λW = λ
′
W . One therefore has diagonal contributions λW = λ
′
W = t,±1, 0 as well as quasi-diagonal
contributions with λW = t and λ
′
W = 0 and vice versa.
Using the factorized form (26), Eq. (25) turns into
HµνL
µν(θ) =
∑
λW ,λ′W ,λ2
(−1)J+J′δλ2−λW ,λ2−λ′WHλ2λWH
†
λ2λ′W
LλWλ′W (θ) , (27)
where the delta function δλ2−λW ,λ2−λ′W encodes the fact mentioned above that we are dealing with the decay of an
unpolarized parent baryon B1 into a daughter baryon B2 whose spin is not observed. The helicity components of the
lepton tensor LλW λ′W (θ) have been calculated in Appendix A [see Eq. (A6)].
One can go one step further and express the leptonic helicity tensor LλW λ′W (θ) in terms of the leptonic helicity
amplitudes hλℓ λν¯ℓ=1/2(J) defined in Appendix B. They describe the decayW
−
off−shell → ℓ−ν¯ℓ, where the z–direction is
along the charged lepton ℓ−. We shall refer to this frame as the W–decay frame. Then one has to rotate the leptonic
helicity amplitudes defined in the W–decay frame to the original z–direction employing Wigner’s dJmm′(θ) functions
(as in Ref. [33] we use the convention of Rose [34] for the d–functions). One then has (d000 = 1)
LλWλ′W (θ) =
∑
λℓ
dJλW ,λℓ−1/2 (θ) d
J′
λ′W ,λℓ−1/2 (θ) hλℓ 1/2 (J) h
†
λℓ 1/2
(J ′) . (28)
The leptonic helicity amplitudes hλℓ− 1/2(J) have been calculated in Appendix B. We mention that the representation
(28) has been used to check the results of the covariant determination of LλW λ′W (θ) used in (27).
Returning to the representation in Eq. (27), one finds using the results of Appendix A (v = 1−m2ℓ/q2 )
HµνL
µν(θ) =
16π
3
(2q2v)W (θ) , (29)
with
W (θ) =
3
8
(1 + cos2 θ)HU − 3
4
cos θHP + 3
4
sin2 θHL
+ δℓ
{3
2
HS + 3
4
sin2 θHU + 3
2
cos2 θHL − 3 cos θHSL
}
. (30)
The first three terms in (30) result from lepton helicity nonflip (nf) contributions, while the last four terms pro-
portional to δℓ are lepton helicity flip (hf) contributions, where the helicity flip suppression factor is given by (see
Appendix B)
δℓ =
m2ℓ
2q2
. (31)
7It is interesting to note that of the two observables HP and HSL that multiply the parity-odd angular factor cos θ
in Eq. (30), HP is parity violating whereas HSL is parity conserving (see Table I). In the latter case, the parity-
odd nature results from the parity-even but parity-odd interference of the (0+, 1−) pieces in the (V V ) term and the
(0−, 1+) pieces in the (AA) term.
Integrating over cos θ and putting in the correct normalization, one obtains the normalized differential rate, which
reads
dΓ
dq2
= Γ0
(q2 −m2ℓ)2|p2|
M71 q
2
{
HU + HL + δℓ
[
HU + HL + 3HS
] }
≡ Γ0 (q
2 −m2ℓ)2|p2|
M71 q
2
Htot , (32)
where
Htot =
∫
d cos θW (θ) = HU + HL + δℓ
[
HU + HL + 3HS
]
. (33)
In (32), we have introduced the Born term rate
Γ0 =
G2F |Vbc|2M51
192π3
. (34)
The rate Γ0 represents the SM rate of the decay of a massive parent fermion into three massless fermions, i.e. M1 6= 0
and M2,mℓ,mνℓ = 0, where F
V/A
1 = 1 and F
V/A
2,3 = 0. The q
2–dependent factor multiplying Γ0 in Eq.(32) can be
seen to be integrated to 1 for these mass and form factor settings.
It is convenient to define partial rates dΓX/dq
2 and dΓ˜X/dq
2 for the helicity nonflip (nf) and helicity flip (hf) helicity
structure functions HX defined in Table I. dΓX/dq2 refers to a lepton helicity nonflip (nf) rate, while dΓ˜X/dq2 refers
to a lepton helicity flip (hf) rate. One has
dΓX
dq2
(nf) = Γ0
(q2 −m2ℓ)2|p2|
M71 q
2
HX , X = U, L, P, LP , LT, LTP ,
dΓ˜X
dq2
(hf) = δℓ Γ0
(q2 −m2ℓ )2|p2|
M71 q
2
HX , X = U, L, LT, P, SL, S, LP , SP , SLp, LTP , STP . (35)
The partial rates can then be split into a helicity nonflip (nf) and helicity flip (hf) part according to
dΓX
dq2
=
dΓX
dq2
(nf) +
dΓ˜X
dq2
(hf). (36)
It is clear that the (un-normalized) longitudinal polarization of the charged lepton for a given helicity structure
function HX is then given by
P ℓz (X) ∼ dΓ˜X/dq2 − dΓX/dq2 (37)
The distribution Eq. (30) is given in terms of a second-order polynomial in cos θ. The linear term results in a
forward-backward asymmetry defined by
AℓFB(q
2) =
dΓ(F )− dΓ(B)
dΓ(F ) + dΓ(B)
= −3
2
HP + 4 δℓHSL
Htot . (38)
The quadratic term can be isolated by taking the second derivative of (30). We therefore define a convexity parameter
CF (q
2) according to
CF (q
2) =
1
Htot
d2W (θ)
d(cos θ)2
=
3
4
(1 − 2δℓ) HU − 2HLHtot . (39)
IV Polarization of the daughter baryon Λc and the charged lepton ℓ
−
The polarization components of the daughter baryon B2 (B2 = Λc in the present application) can be obtained from
the spin density matrix of the daughter baryon. In Eq. (27) we have taken the sum over helicities of the daughter
8baryon B2 or, put in a different language, we have taken the trace of the polarization density matrix ρλ2 λ′2 of the
daughter baryon B2. In order to calculate the polarization components of the daughter baryon, we need to consider
the polarization density matrix components (ρ1/2 1/2 − ρ−1/2−1/2) for Pz and 2Reρ1/2−1/2 for Px; i.e., we have to
allow for λ2 6= λ′2 in Eq. (27). According to Eq. (27) the un-normalized density matrix components of the daughter
baryon B2 read
ρλ2 λ′2 =
∑
λW ,λ′W
(−1)J+J′δλ2−λW ,λ′2−λ′WHλ2λWH
†
λ′2λ
′
W
LλWλ′W (θ) , (40)
The polarization can be seen to be cos θ dependent. Instead of considering the full θ–dependent polarization compo-
nents we take the mean of Px(θ) and Pz(θ) with regard to cos θ. One obtains
P hz (q
2) =
ρ1/2 1/2 − ρ−1/2−1/2
ρ1/2 1/2 + ρ−1/2−1/2
=
HP +HLP + δℓ (HP +HLP + 3HSP )
Htot ,
P hx (q
2) =
2Re ρ1/2−1/2
ρ1/2 1/2 + ρ−1/2−1/2
= − 3π
4
√
2
HLT − 2 δℓHSTP
Htot . (41)
The corresponding θ–dependent expressions are written down in Sec. IV.
In the zero lepton mass limit, the charged lepton ℓ− is 100% polarized opposite to its momentum direction (i.e. it has
negative helicity). Lepton mass effects bring in helicity flip contributions which can considerably change the magnitude
of the polarization |~P ℓ| and its orientation. In Appendix A we have calculated the lepton’s polarization components
P ℓx(θ) and P
ℓ
z (θ). Again, we consider only the cos θ averaged polarization. Using the results of Appendix A, one finds
P ℓz (q
2) = −HU +HL − δℓ (HU +HL + 3HS)Htot ,
P ℓx(q
2) = − 3π
4
√
2
√
δℓ
HP − 2HSL
Htot . (42)
The corresponding θ dependent components can be obtained from Appendix A. The longitudinal polarization P ℓz (q
2)
can be seen to have the rate structure (Γ(hf) − Γ(nf))/(Γ(hf) + Γ(nf)) in agreement with Eq. (42). Note that the
scalar-longitudinal piece HSL in (42) contains an extra minus sign resulting from the factor (−1)J+J′ .
When calculating the q2 averages of the components of ~P hand ~P ℓ, one has to reinstate the common q2–dependent
factor (q2 −m2ℓ)2|p2|/q2 in the numerator and denominator of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (41) and (42).
V Fourfold angular decay distribution
In the previous section, we have calculated the polarization of the charmed baryon Λ+c in the three-body decay
Λ0b → Λ+c + ℓ− ν¯ℓ. The polarization of the Λ+c can be probed by analyzing the angular decay distribution of the
subsequent decay of the Λ+c . As an exemplary case we shall consider the decay mode Λ
+
c → Λ0 + π+ as polarization
analyzer. We shall discuss some other important decay modes of the Λ+c at the end of this section.
One can exploit the cascade nature of the decay Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ0 + π+) +W−off−shell(→ ℓ− + ν¯ℓ) by writing down
a joint angular decay distribution involving the polar angles θ, θB and the azimuthal angles χ defined by the decay
products in their respective CM (center of mass) systems as shown in Fig. 1. The angular decay distribution involves
the helicity amplitudes HλΛcλW for the decay Λb → Λc+W and hBλΛ0 for the decay Λ+c → Λ0+π+. The joint angular
decay distribution for the decay of an unpolarized Λb reads
W (θ, θB , χ) =
∑
λW ,λ′W ,λ2,λ
′
2,λ3
(−1)J+J′d1/2λ2λ3(θB)d
1/2
λ′2λ3
(θB)h
B
λ30h
B †
λ30
× δλW−λ2,λ′W−λ′2Hλ2λW H
†
λ′2λ
′
W
LλW λ′W (θ, χ) (43)
where the θ– and χ–dependent leptonic helicity tensor LλW λ′W (θ, χ) is given in Appendix A.
For computer processing, we have taken a slight variant of (43) where we drop the “λW = t” convention and make
up for this by introducing an explicit (J, J ′) dependence for the hadronic and leptonic helicity amplitudes. Also, we
9express the leptonic helicity tensor LλW λ′W (θ, χ) in terms of rotated products of leptonic helicity similar to (28) but
now including also the azimuthal rotation. One has
LλW λ′W (θ, χ) = d
J
λW ,λℓ−1/2(θ) d
J′
λ′W ,λℓ−1/2(θ) e
i(λW−λ′W )χ hλℓ,λν¯ℓ=1/2 (J)hλℓ,λν¯ℓ=1/2 (J
′). (44)
Our master formula for the general angular decay distribution then reads
W (θ, θB, χ) =
∑
set
(−1)J+J′d1/2λ2λ3(θB) d
1/2
λ′2λ3
(θB)h
B
λ30 h
B †
λ30
× (δλW−λ2,+1/2 + δλW−λ2,−1/2)δλW−λ2,λ′W−λ′2Hλ2λW (J)H
†
λ′2λ
′
W
(J ′)
× dJλW ,λℓ−1/2(θ)dJ
′
λ′W ,λℓ−1/2(θ)e
i(λW−λ′W )χhλℓ,λν¯ℓ=1/2 (J)hλℓ,λν¯ℓ=1/2 (J
′). (45)
The summation is performed over the following set of the indices:
set =
{
λℓ, λ2, λ
′
2, λ3 = ±
1
2
, λW , λ
′
W = ±1, 0, J, J ′ = 0, 1
}
, (46)
where, in the present application, B1 = Λb, B2 = Λc and B3 = Λ. Note that the set (46) does not contain a
summation over λW = t because this is now replaced by the sum over J, J
′. As before, the Kronecker symbol
δλW−λ2,λ′W−λ′2 in Eq. (43) expresses the fact that we are considering the decay of an unpolarized Λb. We have also
introduced a second Kronecker symbol in Eq. (43), which expresses the fact that the parent baryon is a spin-1/2
particle, implying |λW − λ2| = |λ′W − λ′2| = 1/2. The latter condition is expressed through the Kronecker symbol
(δλW−λ2,+1/2 + δλW−λ2,−1/2). The d
j
mm′ with (j = 0, 1/2, 1) are Wigner’s d–functions, where d
0
00 = 1. We mention
that it is not difficult to generalize Eq. (43) to the case of a decaying polarized Λb, as has been done in corresponding
baryonic cascade decay calculations in Refs. [26, 33, 35–38].
After factoring out the Λ+c → Λ0 + π+ rate term (|hB+ 1
2
0
|2 + |hB− 1
2
0
|2), one obtains
W (θ, θB , χ) =
8q2v
3
(
|hB+ 1
2
0|2 + |hB− 1
2
0|2
) {3
8
(1 + cos2 θ)HU ∓ 3
4
cos θHP + 3
4
sin2 θHL
+ δℓ
(3
4
sin2 θHU + 3
2
cos2 θHL − 3 cos θHSL + 3
2
HS
)
+ αB cos θB
[
3
8
(1 + cos2 θ)HP ∓ 3
4
cos θHU + 3
4
sin2 θHLP
+ δℓ
(3
2
cos2 θHLP +
3
4
sin2 θHP + 3
2
HSP − 3 cos θHSLP
)]
+ αB sin θB cosχ
[
∓ 3
2
√
2
sin θHLT + 3
4
√
2
sin 2θHLTP
+ δℓ
(
− 3
2
√
2
sin 2θHLTP +
3√
2
sin θHSTP
)]}
, (47)
where the polarization asymmetry αB of the decay Λ
+
c → Λ0 + π+ is defined by
αB =
|hB
+ 1
2
0
|2 − |hB− 1
2
0
|2
|hB
+ 1
2
0
|2 + |hB− 1
2
0
|2 . (48)
In order to be able to also discuss the decays Λ+c → Λ0 + ℓ+ + νℓ and Λ¯0b → Λ¯−c + ℓ+ + νℓ, we have included
the necessary sign changes in Eq. (47). The upper sign refers to the lepton configuration (ℓ−, ν¯ℓ), and the lower
sign refers to the (ℓ+, νℓ) configuration. The changes are effected by replacing d
J
λW ,λℓ−1/2(θ) → dJλW ,λℓ+1/2(θ) and
hλℓ,λν¯ℓ=1/2 → hλℓ,λνℓ=−1/2 in Eq. (45). The sign changes in Eq.(47) can be seen to result from the parity-violating
contribution of the lepton tensor, as discussed in Appendix A.
Let us briefly pause to discuss the cascade decay Λ¯0b → Λ¯−c (→ Λ¯0 + π−) + ℓ+ + νℓ and how the angular decay
distribution of the charge conjugated mode is related to that of Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ0 + π+) + ℓ− + ν¯ℓ. We exploit the CP
properties of the relevant helicity structure functions. One has
HX pc/pv (Λ¯b) = ±HX pc/pv (Λb) and αB¯ = −αB . (49)
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This shows that the angular decay distribution of the charge conjugated mode is identical to the original mode as
long as one replaces the particles in the decay chain Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ + π+) + ℓ− + ν¯ℓ with their charge conjugates.
Equation (47) contains 11 distinct helicity structure functions which can be measured by an angular analysis of the
cascade decay Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λ0 + π+) +W−off−shell(→ ℓ− + ν¯ℓ). Some of the helicity structure functions multiply the
same angular factors. To separate them, one also has to take into account the dependence on the factor δℓ(q
2).
In Eq. (43) we have summed over the helicity labels of the lepton; i.e., we have taken the trace of the respective spin
density matrix. By leaving the respective helicity labels unsummed, one can then obtain the (θ, θB , χ)–dependent
polarization of the lepton including the result Eq. (42) after integrating Eq. (45) over cos θ, cos θB and χ.
Using the narrow width approximation for the intermediate baryon state Λ+c one finally obtains
dΓ(Λ0b → Λ+c (→ Λπ+) + ℓν¯ℓ)
dq2d cos θdχd cosB
=
1
2
1
2π
Br(Λ+c → Λ + π+)Γ0
(q2 −m2l )2|p2|
M71 q
2
× W (θ)
(
1 + P hz (θ)αB cos θB + P
h
x (θ)αB sin θB cosχ
)
, (50)
where we have factored out the unpolarized rate expression W (θ) = 3/8 (2q2v2)−1HµνLµν(θ) defined in Eq. (30).
P hz (θ) and P
h
x (θ) are the θ–dependent hadron-side polarization components which read
P hz (θ) =
1
W (θ)
[
3
8
(1 + cos2 θ)HP ∓ 3
4
cos θHU + 3
4
sin2 θHLP
+δℓ
(3
2
cos2 θHLP +
3
4
sin2 θHP + 3
2
HSP − 3 cos θHSLP
)]
,
P hx (θ) =
1
W (θ)
[
∓ 3
2
√
2
sin θHLT + 3
4
√
2
sin 2θHLTP + δℓ
(
− 3
2
√
2
sin 2θHLTP +
3√
2
sin θHSTP
)]
. (51)
When integrating the polarization components P hz (θ) and P
h
x (θ) in Eq. (51) (numerator and denominator separately),
one recovers the corresponding expressions in Eq. (41).
Since our model amplitudes are real, and since we are not considering CP–violating effects inasmuch as Vcb
is real, we have omitted a possible contribution proportional to Py(θ)αB sin θB sinχ in the second line of the
distribution (50). The perpendicular polarization component Py(θ) is contributed to by the absorptive counter-
parts of the dispersive structure functions HLT , HLTP and HSTP . They are Im(H+ 1
2
+1H
†
− 1
2
0
+ H+ 1
2
0H
†
− 1
2
−1),
Im(H+ 1
2
+1H
†
− 1
2
0
−H+ 1
2
0H
†
− 1
2
−1) and Im(H+ 12+1H
†
− 1
2
t
−H+ 1
2
tH
†
− 1
2
−1), including also possible CP–odd phases. The
three absorptive observables correspond to T –odd observables. The angular factors projecting onto them can be seen
to correspond to T –odd momentum products (see Ref. [33]). We emphasize that there are no absorptive parts originat-
ing from our two-loop calculation since we have incorporated confinement from the beginning; i.e., the perpendicular
polarization component Py(θ) is zero in our model.
The last term in the round bracket of Eq. (50) proportional to P hx (θ) describes the azimuthal dependence of the
decay rate. After cos θB– and cos θ–integration Eq. (50) allows one to define an azimuthal asymmetry parameter
dΓ
dq2dχ
∝ (1 + αB γ(q2) cosχ) (52)
where
γ(q2) = − 3π
2
16
√
2
(HLT − 2δℓHSTP )
Htot =
π
4
P hz (q
2). (53)
The advantage of the Λ+c → Λ0 + π+ mode discussed in this section is that its analyzing power is close to maximal
with αB = −0.91 ± 0.15 [39]. A disadvantage of this mode is that the Λ0 is rather long lived, with a lifetime of
τΛ = 2.63 · 10−10s [39], meaning that at the LHC many of the final state Λ’s decay outside of the e.g. LHCb detector
such that the decays Λ0 → pπ−, nπ0 cannot always be reconstructed. This will become even worse in run 2 of the
LHC when the energy, and thus the average energy of the final-state Λ’s, will increase. The optimal place to look for
the decay chain Λb → Λc → Λ would be for Λb’s produced at the GigaZ@ILC option.
Other decay channels of the Λc with comparable branching ratios larger than 1% are Λc → Λℓ+ν (−0.86±0.04 [39]),
pK¯0(−1 [40]), Σ+π0(−0, 45± 0.31± 0.06 [39]; 0.71 [40]), Σ0π+(+0.70 [40]), pK¯∗ 0(+0, 69 [41]), pK−π+, Λρ+, Σ+ρ0,
Σ0ρ+. We have added experimental values (with errors) and theoretical values (without errors) for the respective
polarization asymmetry parameters when available. The analyzing power of some of these other modes is not as large
as that of the Λ+c → Λ0 + π+ mode but may still lead to reliable measurements of the longitudinal polarization of
the Λ+c .
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VI The transition form factors in the covariant confined quark model
We shall use the covariant confined quark model previously developed by us to describe the dynamics of the current–
induced Λb = (b[ud]) to Λc = (c[ud]) transition (see Refs. [25, 26, 42]). The starting point of the model is an interaction
Lagrangian which describes the coupling of the ΛQ-baryon to the relevant interpolating three-quark current. One has
LΛQint (x) = gΛQ Λ¯Q(x) · JΛQ(x) + gΛQ J¯ΛQ(x) · ΛQ(x) , (54)
JΛQ(x) =
∫
dx1
∫
dx2
∫
dx3 FΛQ(x;x1, x2, x3)J
(ΛQ)
3q (x1, x2, x3) ,
J
(ΛQ)
3q (x1, x2, x3) = ǫ
a1a2a3 Qa1(x1)u
a2(x2)C γ
5 da3(x3) ,
J¯ΛQ(x) =
∫
dx1
∫
dx2
∫
dx3 FΛQ(x;x1, x2, x3) J¯
(ΛQ)
3q (x1, x2, x3) ,
J¯
(ΛQ)
3q (x1, x2, x3) = ǫ
a1a2a3 d¯a3(x3) γ
5 C u¯a2(x2) · Q¯a1(x1) .
The vertex function FΛQ is chosen to be of the form
FΛQ(x;x1, x2, x3) = δ
(4)(x−
3∑
i=1
wixi) ΦΛ
(∑
i<j
(xi − xj)2
)
(55)
where ΦΛQ is a correlation function involving the three constituent quarks with coordinates x1, x2, x3 and with
masses m1, m2, m3. The variable wi is defined by wi = mi/(m1 + m2 + m3) such that
∑3
i=1 wi = 1. The form
factors describing the ΛQ → ΛQ′ transition via the local weak quark current are calculated in terms of a two-loop
Feynman diagram. Due to the confinement mechanism of the model, the Feynman diagrams do not contain branch
points corresponding to on-shell quark production.
The values of the constituent quark masses mq are taken from a new fit which improves the description of new data
on the exclusive B-meson and the Λc decays. In the fit, the infrared cutoff parameter λ of the model has been kept
fixed. One has
mu ms mc mb λ
0.241 0.428 1.67 5.04 0.181 GeV
(56)
The values of the size parameters are taken from our previous papers [25, 26]:
ΛΛs ΛΛc ΛΛb
0.492 0.867 0.571 GeV
(57)
The results of our numerical two-loop calculation are well represented by a double–pole parametrization
F (q2) =
F (0)
1− as+ bs2 , s =
q2
M21
(58)
with high accuracy: the relative error is less than 1%. In Fig. 2 we display a comparison of the exact results for the
relativistic form factors FVi and F
A
i (i = 1, 2, 3) with the double-pole parametrization. For the Λb → Λc transition
the parameters of the approximated form of the form factors are given by
FV1 F
V
2 F
V
3 F
A
1 F
A
2 F
A
3
F (0) 0.549 0.110 −0.023 0.542 0.018 −0.123
a 1.459 1.680 1.181 1.443 0.921 1.714
b 0.571 0.794 0.276 0.559 0.255 0.828
(59)
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The dominant form factors are FV1 (q
2) and FA1 (q
2) with very similar q2 dependencies. Inasmuch as one can neglect
the other form factors, the results of our model calculation are very close to the leading-order HQET result FV1 (q
2) =
FA1 (q
2) = F (q2), F
V/A
2,3 = 0 discussed in Sec. II. In fact, our numerical results to be discussed in Sec. VII are quite
close to what would be expected in leading-order HQET.
Let us take a closer look at the q2 dependence of the form factors FV1 (q
2) ≈ FA1 (q2). Their q2 dependence is very
close to a dipole behavior, since one has
√
b ∼ a/2 in both cases with a dipole mass mdipole =M1/
√
a/2 ∼ 6.6 GeV.
The dipole mass is quite close to the expected (bc¯) mass scale of 6.28 GeV set by the Bc-meson mass [39]. Next, we
look at the near zero recoil behavior of FV1 (q
2) and FA1 (q
2). In order to investigate the near recoil zero behavior of
the form factors, we switch to the variable w = (M21 +M
2
2 − q2)/(2M1M2) such that w = 1 at the zero recoil point
q2 = q2max = (M1 −M2)2. The Taylor expansion of any given function f(w) around the zero recoil point w = 1 reads
f(w) =
∞∑
n=0
f (n)
n!
(w − 1)n
= f(1)
{
1 +
f ′(1)
f(1)
(w − 1) + f
′′
(1)
2f(1)
(w − 1)2 + . . .
}
≡ f(1)
{
1− ρ2(w − 1) + c (w − 1)2 + . . .
}
(60)
where ρ2 is called the slope parameter and c is the convexity parameter. It is not difficult to express the parameters
f(w = 1), ρ2 and c via the original parameters F (0), a and b used in the double–pole parametrization Eq. (58). One
finds
f(w = 1) =
F (0)
1− a smax + b s2max
,
ρ2 =
2 r (a− 2 b smax)
1− a smax + b s2max
, c =
4 r2
[
a2 − b− 3 a b smax + 3 b2 s2max
]
[1− a smax + b s2max]2
(61)
where r =M2/M1 and smax = (1 − r)2. The numerical results for FV1 (q2) and FA1 (q2) can be calculated to be
f(w = 1) ρ2 c
FV1 0.985 1.543 1.704
FA1 0.966 1.521 1.654
(62)
First, one notes that the zero recoil normalization is very close to 1 for both FV1 and F
A
1 , which would be the
normalization predicted by leading order HQET. The values for the two slope parameters are compatible with the
only experimental result published by the DELPHI Collaboration: ρ2 = 2.03± 0, 46(stat)+0.72−1.00(syst) [43]. There are
no experimental results on the convexity parameter yet. There are a number of theoretical model calculations for the
slope parameter of the Λb → Λc transitions, many of which scatter around ρ2 ≈ 1.5 [44–52]. A value around 1.5 is
expected from the spectator quark model relation ρ2B = 2ρ
2
M − 1/2 [53] using a mesonic slope parameter of ρ2M ≈ 1
as reported by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [54].
VII Numerical results
We shall present numerical results for the two cases ℓ− = e− and ℓ− = τ−. The results for the µ− mode are almost
identical to those of the e− mode and will not be listed separately. The dynamical input in terms of the covariant
confined quark model has been specified in Sec. VI. We use the mass values MΛb = 5.6195 GeV, MΛc = 2.2864 GeV
and mτ = 1.7768 GeV [39].
In Fig. 3, we display the q2 dependence of the partial differential rates dΓU/dq
2, dΓL/dq
2 and the total differential
rate dΓU+L/dq
2 for the e mode. The transverse rate dominates in the low recoil region while the longitudinal rate
dominates in the large recoil region. The longitudinal and thereby the total rate shows a step-like behavior close
to the threshold q2 = m2e. Figure 4 shows the corresponding plots for the τ mode including the partial flip rates
d Γ˜U,L/d q
2 and 3 d Γ˜S/d q
2. We also show the total differential rate (dΓU+L/dq
2 + d Γ˜U+L+3S/d q
2). The behavior of
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the longitudinal and scalar partial flip rates can be seen to be quite close to the HQET result d Γ˜L/d q
2 = d Γ˜S/d q
2.
The helicity flip rates are smaller than the helicity nonflip rates but contribute significantly to the total rate.
In Fig. 5, we show the q2 dependence of the lepton-side forward-backward asymmetry AℓFB(q
2) defined in Eq. (38).
At zero recoil, AℓFB(q
2) approaches zero for both the e and τ modes due to the zero recoil relations HP = HSL = 0 [see
Eq. (12)]. In the large recoil limit, AℓFB(e) goes to zero due to the longitudinal dominance of the partial rates. The
q2 dependence of the forward-backward asymmetry of the two modes is distinctly different. While AℓFB(e) remains
positive in the whole q2 range, AℓFB(τ) quickly becomes negative when moving away from zero recoil. It is interesting
to observe that AℓFB(τ) goes through a zero at q
2 ≈ 8 GeV2.
In Fig. 6, we display the q2 dependence of the convexity parameter CF defined in Eq. (39). At zero recoil, CF goes
to zero for both modes due to the zero recoil relation HU = 2HL [see Eq. (12)]. For the e mode, one finds CF → −1, 5
at maximal recoil due to longitudinal dominance, while CF → 0 for the τ mode at maximal recoil q2 = m2τ due to
the overall factor (1 − 2δ) in Eq. (39). In the τ mode, the convexity parameter remains quite small over the whole
accessible q2 range, implying a near straight-line behavior of the cos θ distribution. In the e mode CF can become
large and negative, which implies that the cos θ distribution is strongly parabolic in terms of a downward open tilted
parabola.
In Figs. 7 and 8 we show the longitudinal and transverse polarization components of the Λc defined in Eq. (41).
For the e mode the longitudinal polarization goes to zero at zero recoil since HP = HLP = HSP = 0 at zero recoil [see
Eq. (12)]. At maximal recoil, P hz goes to zero for both modes because of the HQET plus q
2 = 0 relation Eq. (17). The
two e and τ curves almost fall on top of each other in their common q2 range. The zero recoil values of the transverse
polarization P hx in Fig. 8 can be understood in terms of the zero recoil limit of HQET [see Eq. (16)]. At zero recoil,
one has Px → −(π/4)(1− 2δℓ)/(1 + 2δℓ) = (−0.79;−0.43), which is in approximative agreement with what is shown
in Fig. 8. At minimal recoil, one has P hx = 0 for both the e and the τ modes. For the τ mode, this can be understood
from the approximate validity of HQET (see the fourth equation in Eq. (16) together with the fact that δℓ = 1/2 at
q2 = m2τ ). For the e mode, one has P
h
x = 0 at zero recoil which follows from longitudinal dominance at zero recoil.
The transverse polarization is considerably reduced going from the e mode to the τ–mode. The magnitude of the Λc
polarization shown in Fig. 9 is quite large for the e–mode and smaller for the τ–mode. The maximal recoil values
reflect the corresponding dP hx /d q
2 limits in Fig. 8, since the z–components are zero at maximal recoil.
In Figs. 10 and 11, we show the q2 dependence of the longitudinal and transverse polarization component of the
charged lepton. In the case of the electron, the two curves reflect the chiral limit of a massless lepton in which the
lepton is purely left-handed. The behavior of the two polarization components in the τ mode is distinctly different.
The longitudinal polarization is reduced from −1, while the transverse polarization can become quite large towards
maximal recoil. At zero recoil, the transverse polarization of the charged lepton P τx tends to zero in agreement with
the vanishing of HP and HSL at zero recoil [see Eq. (12)]. The total polarization of the lepton shown in Fig. 12 is
maximal in the e mode and somewhat reduced but still quite large in the τ–mode.
Below we present our predictions for the semileptonic branching ratios of the Λb and Λc and compare them with
data. Consideration of both modes is sufficient to fix the model parameters of the Λc — constituent quark mass mc
and the size parameter ΛΛc . We have used the value for the Λb lifetime from the new edition of the Particle Data
Group (PDG) [39] τΛb = (1.451± 0.013) · 10−12 s. We have also followed the recommendation of the PDG and have
rescaled the branching ratio Br(Λ+c → Λ0+e+νe) upward by 30%, taking into account the new absolute measurement of
Br(Λ+c → pK−π+) by the Belle Collaboration [55]. We thus use a branching ratio Br(Λ+c → Λ0+e+νe) = (2.74±0.82)%
instead of Br(Λ+c → Λ0 + e+νe) = (2.1± 0.6)% as listed in the 2014 edition of the PDG.
Mode Our results Data
Λ+c → Λ0e+νe 2.72 2.74± 0.82
Λ0b → Λ+c e−ν¯e 6.9 6.5+3.2−2.5
Λ0b → Λ+c τ−ν¯τ 2.0
(63)
The numbers in Table II show again that the results of our dynamical calculation are very close to the HQET
results Γ˜L = Γ˜S = −Γ˜SLP , Γ˜SP = Γ˜LP = −Γ˜SL and Γ˜STP = Γ˜LT given in terms of the helicity structure functions
in Eq. (15). Note, though, that the agreement with leading-order HQET is of effective nature only since e.g. the size
parameters of the Λb and the Λc are quite different [see Eq. (57)].
From the partial rates in Table II, we can compile the total rate. Again, we list the partial and total rates in units
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TABLE II: q2 averages of helicity structure functions in units of 10−15 GeV. We do not display helicity flip results for the e
mode, because they are of order 10−6 − 10−7 in the above units.
ΓU ΓL ΓLT ΓP ΓLP ΓLTP
e 12.4 19.6 −7.73 −7.61 −18.5 −3.50
τ 3.29 2.90 −2.06 −1.73 −2.46 −0.66
Γ˜U Γ˜L Γ˜S Γ˜LT Γ˜SP Γ˜SL Γ˜P Γ˜LP Γ˜LTP Γ˜STP Γ˜SLP
τ 0.66 0.63 0.64 −0.41 −0.55 0.55 −0.37 −0.55 −0.14 −0.42 −0.64
of 10−15 GeV. One has
ΓU ΓL Γ˜U Γ˜L 3Γ˜S Γtot
e−ν¯e 12.4 19.6 · · · · · · · · · 32.0
τ−ν¯τ 3.29 2.90 0.66 0.63 1.92 9.40
(64)
The numbers show that the partial flip rates make up 34.2% of the total rate, where the biggest contribution comes
from the scalar rate with 20.4%.
Next, we give the values of the integrated quantities — forward-backward asymmetry < AFB >, the asymmetry
parameter < α >, the convexity parameter < CF >, and the hadronic < P
h
x,z > and leptonic < P
ℓ
x,z > polarization
components calculated in the model. These can be obtained from the nonflip and flip rates collected in Table II. For
example, one has
< AℓFB >= −
3
2
ΓP + 4 Γ˜SL
Γtot
< α >=< Pz >=
ΓP + ΓLP + Γ˜LP + Γ˜P + 3 Γ˜SP
Γtot
. (65)
< AℓFB > < CF > < P
h
z > < P
h
x > < P
ℓ
z > < P
ℓ
x > < γ >
e−ν¯e 0.36 −0.63 −0.82 0.40 −1.00 0.00 0.31
τ−ν¯τ −0.077 −0.10 −0.72 0.22 −0.32 0.55 0.17
(66)
Note that the mean of the azimuthal asymmetry parameter < γ > defined in (52) is related to < P hx > by <
γ >= (π/4) < P hx >. When calculating the q
2 averages one has to remember to include the q2 dependent factor
(q2 −m2ℓ)2|p2|/q2 in the numerator and denominator of the relevant asymmetry expressions. In most of the shown
cases, the mean values change considerably when going from the e to the τ modes including even a sign change
in < AℓFB >.
VIII Summary and conclusions
Let us summarize the main results of our paper. We have used the helicity formalism to study the angular decay
distribution in the semileptonic decay Λ0b → Λ+c + ℓ−ν¯τ as well as the corresponding cascade decay Λ0b → Λ+c (→
Λ0+π+)+ ℓ−ν¯τ . Starting from the angular decay distribution, we have defined a number of polarization observables,
for which we have provided numerical results using form factors obtained in the covariant confined quark model.
All our results have been presented for the two cases (i) the near mass zero leptons ℓ = e, µ and (ii) the massive
τ lepton ℓ = τ . We have demonstrated the case with which lepton mass effects can be included in the helicity
formalism. The numerical results for the polarization observables are given in the form of q2 plots and also in
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averaged form, where the average has been taken with regard to the lepton–side polar angle cos θ and also with
regard to q2. We find substantial lepton mass effects in most of the polarization observables. We have also discussed
the decay Λ¯0b → Λ¯−c (→ Λ¯0 + π−) + ℓ+νℓ, the angular decay distribution of which is identical to that of the decay
Λ0b → Λ+c (Λ0 + π+) + ℓ−ν¯ℓ after implementing the appropriate changes. In our analysis we have assumed that the
parent baryon Λb is unpolarized. The case of polarized Λb decays would bring in a number of new polarization
observables as discussed in corresponding calculations in Refs. [26, 33, 35].
In our analysis we have remained within the SM. The helicity formalism for the decays presented in this paper easily
allows one to include effects beyond the BSM. A generic charged Higgs contribution would populate the scalar helicity
amplitudes H
V/A
+ 1
2
t
and would thus affect the helicity structure functions HS , HSLHSP , and HSTP through their
interference with the SM contributions. Tensor currents contribute only to the spin-1 piece of the helicity amplitudes
H
V/A
+ 1
2
+1
and H
V/A
+ 1
2
0
. They would populate all helicity structure functions when interfering with the SM amplitudes
except for HS . Depending on the chiral structure of the lepton-side effective currents, the pattern of helicity flip and
nonflip contributions to the helicity structure functions would be redistributed. It would be interesting to find out
how many of the BSM proposals that have been introduced in the meson sector to explain the tensions with the SM
results would have a measurable effect in the baryon sector.
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A Unpolarized and polarized lepton tensor
In this appendix we determine the helicity components of the unpolarized and polarized lepton tensor in the Λb
decay system (z axis along the momentum of the off-shell W ) using covariant methods. As shown in Eq. (44) the
unpolarized and polarized helicity components in the Λb decay system can also be obtained by a rotation of the
helicity components of the lepton tensor in the W–decay system (z axis along ℓ∓). This provides for a check of the
covariant calculation. In the following, the helicity components of the lepton tensor are always given for both the
(ℓ−ν¯ℓ) and the (ℓ+νℓ) configurations. The latter configuration is needed for the decay Λ¯0b → Λ¯−c + ℓ+νℓ or for the
decay Λ+c → Λ0 + ℓ+νℓ.
1. Unpolarized lepton
The unpolarized lepton tensor for the process W−off−shell → ℓ−ν¯ℓ
(
W+off−shell → ℓ+νℓ
)
is calculated as
Lµν =
 tr
[
(p/ℓ +mℓ)γ
µ(1− γ5)p/νℓγν(1− γ5)
]
for W−off−shell → ℓ−ν¯ℓ
tr
[
(p/ℓ −mℓ)γν(1 − γ5)p/νℓγµ(1− γ5)
]
for W+off−shell → ℓ+νℓ
= 8
(
pµℓ p
ν
νℓ + p
ν
ℓ p
µ
νℓ − pℓ · pνℓ gµν ± iεµναβpℓ αpνℓ β
)
(A1)
where the upper/lower sign refers to the two (ℓ−ν¯ℓ)/(ℓ+νℓ) configurations. The sign change can be seen to result from
the p.v. part of the lepton tensors.
We shall evaluate the lepton tensor components in the Woff−shell rest frame with the z–axis along the original
momentum direction of the Woff−shell (see Fig. 1). The polarization four-vectors in the Woff−shell rest frame with
helicities λW = t,±, 0 are given by
ǫµ(t) = ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ǫµ(±) = 1√
2
( 0 , ∓1 , −i , 0 ) ǫµ(0) = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) . (A2)
The momentum vectors pµℓ and pνℓ in the same system read (see Fig. 1)
pµℓ = (Eℓ; |pℓ| sin θ cosχ, |pℓ| sin θ sinχ, |pℓ| cos θ) , pµνℓ = |pℓ|(1;− sin θ cosχ,− sin θ sinχ,− cos θ) , (A3)
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where Eℓ = (q
2 +m2ℓ)/(2
√
q2) and |pℓ| = (q2 −m2ℓ)/(2
√
q2) =
√
q2v/2 are the energy and momenta of the charged
lepton. The helicity components LλW λ′W (θ, χ) can then be obtained from the contraction
LλWλ′W (θ, χ) = L
µν(θ, χ)ǫµ(λW )ǫ
∗
ν(λ
′
W ) (A4)
One obtains (the rows and columns of the matrix are ordered in the sequence (t, 1, 0,−1))
(2q2v)−1LλWλ′W (θ, χ) =

0 0 0 0
0 (1 ∓ cos θ)2 ∓ 2√
2
(1∓ cos θ) sin θeiχ sin2 θe2iχ
0 ∓ 2√
2
(1∓ cos θ) sin θe−iχ 2 sin2 θ ∓ 2√
2
(1 ± cos θ) sin θeiχ
0 sin2 θe−2iχ ∓ 2√
2
(1± cos θ) sin θe−iχ (1± cos θ)2

+ δℓ

4 − 4√
2
sin θeiχ 4 cos θ 4√
2
sin θeiχ
− 4√
2
sin θe−iχ 2 sin2 θ − 2√
2
sin 2θeiχ −2 sin2 θe2iχ
4 cos θ − 2√
2
sin 2θe−iχ 4 cos2 θ 2√
2
sin 2θeiχ
4√
2
sin θe−iχ −2 sin2 θe−2iχ 2√
2
sin 2θe−iχ 2 sin2 θ
 (A5)
The components L1−1(θ, χ) and L−11(θ, χ) are not probed in unpolarized Λb decays because of the condition |λW −
λ′W | ≤ 1 discussed after Eq. (46). These two components are, however, probed in polarized Λb decays.
When one integrates Eq. (A5) over the azimuthal angle χ one obtains the quasi-diagonal form
1
2π
(2q2v)−1LλWλ′W (θ) =

0 0 0 0
0 (1∓ cos θ)2 0 0
0 0 2 sin2 θ 0
0 0 0 (1± cos θ)2
+ δℓ

4 0 4 cos θ 0
0 2 sin2 θ 0
4 cos θ 0 4 cos2 θ 0
0 0 0 2 sin2 θ
 (A6)
where LλWλ′W (θ) =
∫
dχLλWλ′W (θ, χ).
Finally, integrating Eq. (A6) over cos θ one obtains the diagonal form
1
2π
(2q2v)−1LλWλ′W =
8
3

3δℓ 0 0 0
0 (1 + δℓ) 0 0
0 0 (1 + δℓ) 0
0 0 0 (1 + δℓ)
 (A7)
where LλWλ′W =
∫
d cos θ LλW λ′W (θ).
Next we calculate the lepton helicity tensor LˆλˆW λˆ′W
in the W–decay system with the z-axis along the charged
lepton. In order to set it apart from the lepton helicity tensor in the Λb-decay system, we use a hat notation such
that λˆW = λℓ − λν . The components of LˆλˆW λˆ′W can be calculated as in (A4), but now using
pµℓ = (Eℓ; 0, 0, |pℓ|) , pµνℓ = |pℓ|(1; 0, 0,−1) . (A8)
The nonvanishing components read
(2q2v)−1Lˆ∓∓ = 4 (2q2v)−1Lˆ00 = (2q2v)−1Lˆt0 = (2q2v)−1Lˆ0t = (2q2v)−1Lˆtt = 4δℓ . (A9)
The helicity components LλWλ′W (θ, χ) in the Λb-decay system can be obtained from the LˆλˆW λˆ′W
in the W–decay
system by an appropriate rotation. One has
LλWλ′W (θ, χ) =
∑
λˆW ,λˆ′W=t,∓1,0
dJ
λW ,λˆW
(θ) dJ
′
λ′W ,λˆ
′
W
(θ) ei(λW−λ
′
W )χ LˆλˆW λˆ′W
. (A10)
2. Longitudinal polarization P ℓz
Next we calculate the longitudinal polarization component Pz of the charged lepton. The relevant lepton tensor
can be obtained from the unpolarized tensor by the substitution pµℓ → ∓mℓsµz :
Lµν(sz) = ∓8mℓ
(
sµz p
ν
νℓ
+ sνzp
µ
νℓ
− sz · pνℓgµν ± iεµναβsz αpνℓ β
)
. (A11)
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At present, we shall not consider the χ dependence of the longitudinal polarization component Pz. Without loss of
generality, one can then set χ = 0 in the representation of the momentum pµνℓ in Eq. (A3) but must compensate by
the factor 2π from the trivial χ integration. The four-component spin vector sµz reads (χ = 0)
sµz =
1
mℓ
(|pℓ|;Eℓ sin θ, 0, Eℓ cos θ) (A12)
which satisfies the conditions sz,µs
µ
z = −1 and sz,µ · pµℓ = 0.
The components LλWλ′W (sz ; θ) can be calculated to be
1
2π
(2q2v)−1Ltt(sz; θ) = ±4δℓ → ±8δℓ ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1Lt0(sz; θ) =
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L0t(sz; θ) = ±4δℓ cos θ → 0 ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L++(sz ; θ) = −(1∓ cos θ)2 + 2δℓ sin2 θ → ∓8
3
(1− δℓ) ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L00(sz ; θ) = −2 sin2 θ + 4δℓ cos2 θ → ∓8
3
(1− δℓ) ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L−−(sz ; θ) = −(1± cos θ)2 + 2δℓ sin2 θ → ∓8
3
(1− δℓ) . (A13)
The nonvanisihing helicity components LˆλˆW λˆ′W
in the W–decay helicity system are obtained by setting θ = 0 in (A12)
such that sµz = (|pℓ|; 0, 0, Eℓ)/mℓ and taking pµνℓ as in (A8). One obtains
(2q2v)−1Lˆ∓∓(sz) = ∓4 , (2q2v)−1Lˆ00(sz) = (2q2v)−1Lˆt0(sz) = (2q2v)−1Lˆ0t(sz) = (2q2v)−1Lˆtt(sz) = ±4δℓ . (A14)
The helicity components LλW λ′W (sz; θ) in the Λb-decay system can again be obtained by rotation:∑
λˆW ,λˆ′W
LλW λ′W (sz, θ) =
∑
λˆW ,λˆ′W
dJ
λW λˆW
(θ) dJ
′
λ′W λˆ
′
W
(θ) LˆλˆW λˆ′W
(sz). (A15)
3. Transverse polarization P ℓx
The lepton tensor relevant for the transverse polarization Px of the charged lepton is obtained from the unpolarized
expression by the substitution pµℓ → ∓mℓsµx . Again we set χ = 0 without loss of generality. The polarized lepton
tensor reads
Lµν(sx) = ∓8mℓ
(
sµxp
ν
νℓ + s
ν
xp
µ
νℓ − sx · pνℓgµν ± iεµναβsxαpνℓ β
)
, (A16)
where sµx is the four-component spin vector
sµx = (0; cos θ, 0,− sin θ) . (A17)
obeying the conditions sx,µs
µ
x = −1 and sx,µ · pµℓ = 0. Just as before, the relevant components of the polarized lepton
tensor are obtained by contraction with the relevant polarization four-vectors. One obtains
1
2π
(2q2v)−1Ltt(sx; θ) = 0 → 0 ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1Lt0(sx; θ) = (2q2v)−1L0t(sx; θ) = ∓
√
δℓ
4√
2
sin θ → ∓2π
√
δℓ/2 ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L++(sx; θ) = −
√
δℓ
4√
2
sin θ(1 ∓ cos θ) → −2π
√
δℓ/2 ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L00(sx; θ) = ∓
√
δℓ
8√
2
sin θ cos θ → 0 ,
1
2π
(2q2v)−1L−−(sx; θ) =
√
δℓ
4√
2
sin θ(1 ± cos θ) → +2π
√
δℓ/2 . (A18)
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The nonvanishing helicity components in the W -decay system are obtained by setting θ = 0 in (A17) such that
sµx = (0; 1, 0, 0). One obtains
(2q2v2)−1(Lˆt∓) = (2q2v2)−1(Lˆ∓t) = (2q2v2)−1Lˆ0∓ = (2q2v2)−1(Lˆ∓0) = 4
√
δℓ . (A19)
As before the relevant helicity components in the production system are obtained by a rotation via∑
λˆW ,λˆ′W
LλWλ′W (sx, θ) =
∑
λˆW ,λˆ′W
dJ
λW λˆW
(θ) dJ
′
λ′W λˆ
′
W
(θ) LˆλˆW λˆ′W
(sx). (A20)
B Lepton-side helicity amplitudes
In this appendix we calculate the lepton–side helicity amplitudes appearing in Eqs. (28), (44) and (45). The
lepton–side helicity amplitudes hλℓ,1/2 for the process W
−
off−shell → ℓ−ν¯ℓ are defined by (λˆW = λℓ − 1/2)
hλˆW ;λℓ− ,1/2
(J) = u¯ℓ−(λℓ) γµ(1− γ5) vν¯ℓ(1/2) ǫµ(λˆW ) . (B1)
As before, we use the hat notation for the helicities in the W–decay system. We evaluate the helicity amplitudes in
the (ℓ−ν¯ℓ) center-of-mass (CM) system, with ℓ− defining the z–direction such that λˆW = λℓ − 1/2. The label (J)
takes the values (J = 0) with λW = 0 (:= t) and (J = 1) with λW = ±1, 0 for the lepton current JµW , respectively.
The relevant spinors are given by [56]
u¯2(± 12 , pℓ) =
√
Eℓ +mℓ
(
χ†±,
∓|pℓ|
Eℓ +mℓ
χ†±
)
, vν¯(
1
2 , pν¯ℓ) =
√
Eν
(
χ+
−χ+
)
, (B2)
where χ+ =
(
1
0
)
and χ− =
(
0
1
)
are the usual Pauli two-spinors. The lepton–side helicity amplitudes can be calculated
to be
h t ;+1/2+1/2(J = 0) = 2
√
vmℓ ,
h 0 ;+1/2+1/2(J = 1) = 2
√
vmℓ ,
h−1 ;−1/2+1/2(J = 1) = 2
√
2
√
q2
√
v , (B3)
where, as before, v = 1 −m2ℓ/q2 is the lepton velocity in the (ℓ−ν¯ℓ) CM frame. On squaring the lepton-side V − A
helicity amplitudes one finds
|h t ;+1/2+1/2|2 = |h 0 ;+1/2+1/2|2 = 4m2ℓv = 8q2v δℓ ,
h t ;+1/2+1/2 h 0 ;+1/2+1/2 = 4m
2
ℓv = 8q
2v δℓ ,
|h−1 ;−1/2+1/2|2 = 8q2v .
The helicity flip contributions can be seen to be suppressed relative to the helicity nonflip contributions by the factor
δℓ = m
2
ℓ/2q
2, i.e. |hhf |2/|hnf |2 = δℓ.
One can go through the same exercise forW+off−shell → ℓ+νℓ with the z–direction defined by ℓ+, i.e. (λˆW = λℓ+1/2).
The helicity amplitudes are defined by
hλˆW ;λℓ+ ,−1/2(J) = u¯νℓ(−1/2) γµ(1− γ5) vℓ+(λℓ+) ǫ
µ(λˆW ) , (B4)
which can be evaluated with the explicit forms of the spinors
u¯νℓ(− 12 , pνℓ) = −
√
Eν
(
χ†+ , χ
†
+
)
vℓ+(± 12 , pℓ) =
√
Eℓ +mℓ
( −|pℓ|
Eℓ+mℓ
χ∓
±χ∓
)
, (B5)
and one finds
h t ;−1/2−1/2 (J = 0) = −2
√
vmℓ ,
h 0 ;−1/2−1/2 (J = 1) = −2
√
vmℓ ,
h+1 ;+1/2−1/2 (J = 1) = −2
√
2
√
q2
√
v. (B6)
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The lepton tensor helicity components for the two cases are given by (we assume the lepton-side helicity amplitudes
to be relatively real)
unpolarized case: LˆλˆW λˆ′W
=
∑
λℓ
hλˆW ;λℓ ±1/2hλˆ′W ;λℓ ±1/2
longitudinal polarization: LˆλˆW λˆ′W
(sz) = |hλˆW ;1/2±1/2|2 − |hλˆ′W ;−1/2±1/2|
2
transverse polarization: LˆλˆW λˆ′W
(sx) = 2 hλˆW ;1/2±1/2hλˆ′W ;−1/2±1/2 (B7)
Inserting the lepton-side helicity amplitudes, one reproduces the results of Eqs. (A9), (A14) and (A19).
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FIG. 1: Definition of the polar angles θ, θB and the azimuthal angle χ.
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FIG. 2: Form factors defining the transition Λb → Λc: approximated results (solid line), exact result(dotted line).
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FIG. 3: The q2-dependence of the partial rates dΓU/dq
2 (dashed), dΓL/dq
2 (dot-dashed) and their sum dΓU+L/dq
2 (solid) for
the e−-mode (in units of 10−15 GeV−1).
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FIG. 4: The q2-dependence of the partial nonflip rates dΓU,L/dq
2, and the flip rates d Γ˜U,L/d q
2 and 3 d Γ˜S/d q
2 for the τ−-mode
(in units of 10−15 GeV−1). Also shown is the total rate dΓU+L/d q
2 + d Γ˜U+L/d q
2 + 3 d Γ˜S/d q
2.
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FIG. 5: The q2-dependence of the lepton-side forward-backward asymmetry AℓFB(q
2) for the e−- (solid) and τ−-mode (dashed).
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FIG. 6: The q2-dependence of the convexity parameter CF (q
2) for the e−- (solid) and τ−-mode (dashed).
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FIG. 7: The q2-dependence of the longitudinal polarization component P hz (q
2) of the daughter baryon Λc for the e
−- (solid)
and τ−-mode (dashed).
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FIG. 8: The q2-dependence of the transverse polarization component P hx (q
2) of the daughter baryon Λc for the e
−- (solid) and
τ−-mode (dashed).
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FIG. 9: The q2-dependence of the total Λc polarization |~P
h|(q2) =
√
(P hx )2 + (P hz )2 for the e
−- (solid) and τ−-mode (dashed).
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FIG. 10: The q2-dependence of the longitudinal polarization component P ℓz (q
2) for the charged leptons e−- (solid) and τ−-mode
(dashed).
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FIG. 11: The q2-dependence of the transverse polarization component P ℓx(q
2) for the charged leptons e−- (solid) and τ−-mode
(dashed).
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FIG. 12: The q2-dependence of the total lepton polarization |~P ℓ|(q2) =
√
(P ℓx)2 + (P ℓz )2 for the e
−- (solid) and τ−-mode
(dashed).
